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Chuck Pierce  
Zion - January 8, 2017 

Wow! What a blessing to be up here with you and out here with you. It’s been 
so many years coming out here that it would be a little difficult for me to start 
my year without being here. First of all, you’re such a wonderful people out here. 
And you know, I have to say, this year I knew I needed to come and there were 
some conflicts brewing because I have to speak in a national gathering in Korea 
where there are things going on there that are very interesting between North 
and South. So it looked like I was going to have to fly out today for Korea and 
they called back and said I wouldn’t be speaking until Wednesday, so it allowed 
me to be (here) where I know I’m supposed to be. I am thankful that the Lord 
puts us in the right place at the right time. This is probably one of the best 
churches and best networks and all of you out there and all of those other places 
that are joining us, especially Pampa.  I used to go up to Pampa but it gets 
colder and colder the further you go during this time of year… I’d try to go up 
there and then come back here. So, I bless all of you out there. I bless the 
connection. Let’s thank God for the internet that we’re able to connect like this.  

Now there are several things I want to share. I want to share where we are, 1	

what’s going on with us right now, what a change we’re in as a nation. But in 2	

about March, God showed me something over in this region for this year ahead 3	

so I want to be sure that I communicate that right while I’m here. I’ve waited. 4	

I’ve pondered it. You know, I’m not one of those type guys that just run in, 5	

speak here on the first of the year and then fly out. You know, when you fly 6	

275,000 miles you have plenty of time to pray and ponder and think of all the 7	

places you’ve been… pray for the people you’ve been with, pray for regions of 8	

the world, pray for our nations….  So the Lord began to show me something over 9	

you in March for a time to come. So I want to be sure that I loose it here 10	

tonight. 11	

Now, let’s look at the year ahead. It’s a good year. And you know, being 12	

prophetic is important this year. I try to always do a picture that represents the 13	

year. I felt overall that this is the best picture for the year ahead.  14	
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 15	

I’ll explain it a little more but the number 7’s are linked with a sword. In other 16	

words, starting at Rosh Hashanah which was in October of this year and then 17	

crossing over through the threshold of January into 2017 in our culture…. (You 18	

have to understand that prophets understand symbols) …so you have to know 19	

that beginning in the end of September, a sword from heaven started 20	

coming down. Now, it’s not just about a sword this year – it’s also about a 21	

crown. Look at somebody and say, “You’re gonna look good with a crown!”  So, 22	

it’s not just about using the sword this year, but it’s being crowned with a 23	

favor that we’ve never had before. And then notice there is a mantle 24	

floating around. So this is the year that a new mantle rests upon God’s 25	

people.  26	

It’s a year that we grab hold of the sword of the Lord, which is the 27	

Word of God. It’s a year that we are favored in a way we’ve never been 28	

favored before. But notice this is surrounded by a mountain – actually two 29	

mountains. So it says this year will be a year we will have to know our 30	

identity and know our weapons to make it through and into the place 31	

that God has for us. So this becomes a very, very important year. I love seeing 32	

these young people down here sitting – because I believe they are the future. I 33	

believe we’re in the battle right now but they have to hear what a God in heaven 34	

is doing to activate His people. Now, look at somebody next to you and say, “I 35	

think He’s talking about you!” See, a new movement of God has begun in 36	

this nation. It’s amazing! It started last year around May and it has accelerated. 37	

So, we’re not just asking for a new move of God, we’re in a new move of God. 38	

Now, in the late 60’s, early 70’s, I was in a move of God and it was called the 39	
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Jesus Movement. It was an incredible move of God. Some of you out there – 40	

how many of you were touched by that movement? Some of you aren’t even old 41	

enough to be in that movement. But some of us were dramatically changed by 42	

that movement. The issue was, the church wasn’t a wineskin that could embrace 43	

that movement. We were in a terrible “free love/drug” season and all of a 44	

sudden God began to come down and birth songs, birth freedom, birth true joy. 45	

Now with that you have to understand the real issue this year is we are a 46	

people who are called to triumph. This movement will be a movement 47	

of triumph. Now there are several things that are going to go with that. Now… 48	

why I am so definitely saying that is because eight years ago on May 31, 2008, 49	

God caught me up in the heavens. I was Liberty Park in New Jersey and we were 50	

having a large gathering. And He caught me up and He showed me this nation 51	

and where it would be in the future. He showed me how the new beginning 52	

would come. And I remember asking Him this (and this is in three books) – I 53	

said, “Lord, how will America change?” because when He showed me America, 54	

America was not aligned with Him properly. There were 21 states aligned with 55	

Him. There were other states hanging in the balance; there were other states 56	

just anti- what God was doing. And the Lord said, “Tell My people… this 57	

nation… they must learn to play the trump card.” Now, that was in May of 58	

2008. So, as the election progressed it was easy to see how the Lord was 59	

offering this nation a Trump card. (This is written in three books.) Now, I want 60	

to say this about the election because God also spoke to me – (He doesn’t do 61	

anything without telling His prophets what He’s going to do – and it’s recorded in 62	

a church in Montgomery when Dutch [Sheets] and I were on a fifty state tour in 63	

2005) – and God said the next president would be an African-American — not a 64	

black American, an African American. True prophets just go with God. You’re not 65	

trying to be political; you’re not trying to rally the vote; you’re just trying to 66	

say…This is what God is saying. By saying it though, it produces quite a bit of 67	
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conflict. In other words, last year was an interesting year for me with lots of 68	

conflict. And you know, you just get used to it. I finally had to say, “Listen 69	

people, this isn’t something I’ve come up with or got on the bandwagon. You can 70	

go back eight years; you can read it.” You’re going to have to realize this is not 71	

about Democrats and Republicans; this is not about black or white; this is 72	

about God making a choice in Heaven that He is going to break open 73	

the structure that we have in this nation. Now, let’s thank God that He’s 74	

doing that. Actually, through these last eight years I have gone to Israel during 75	

every election because the Lord told me the real issue for America was that as 76	

long as Benjamin Netanyahu was in office we were ok. And yet, there was move 77	

after move after move to try to disconnect us (the United States) with Israel. I 78	

am here to say for this generation rising up, our nation is at a good 79	

place to advance on your behalf and God is ready to make a great move 80	

here. There will be a move of God in this land that changes the course 81	

of this entire nation. Let’s thank God for that!  So the word triumph actually 82	

means “to play the trump card.” You know, I’ve grown up playing cards, good 83	

and bad, and I know how to play cards. When you play the trump card it can’t 84	

be overplayed. And so we’re at a place where no matter what the enemy 85	

is trying to do, the Lord is positioning this nation for a new move of His 86	

Spirit. Now with that, this becomes the time for multiplication and 87	

mobilization. Now, I want to say to this great church — you are going 88	

to have to get ready because the Spirit of God is going to start moving 89	

in a way with His glory all around and especially in this place so that 90	

people are going to start coming in a new way. New things are going to 91	

start happening so get ready on how you mobilize.  92	

Here’s what the time of restoration looks like right now: First of all, 93	

starting this year…17 –  let me just go with 17 –  I don’t even have to go with 94	

the Hebrew but I will tell you… Anytime in Hebrew when three sevens align, you 95	
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need to know God is going to rearrange the nations of the earth. This year 96	

in Hebrew is the year 5777. That will never be again in our history. In our culture 97	

it’s 17 – Seventeen means victory. Say out loud, “I want to have victory this 98	

year!”  How will we enter into this? First of all, you’re going to have to look back 99	

at your covenant call with Him--your alignment with Him… how He called you… 100	

how He saved you…what He did with you…how He’s gotten you to now…what 101	

He’s promised you… and you’re going to have to recommit to that call. It’s 102	

a year of recommitting.  103	

Now hear what I’m saying to you elders, leaders, and each one of us 104	

personally… it’s a year of re-commitment and His promise is ready to 105	

be manifested. It’s also a call to His covenant land, Israel. Now this is 106	

real simple. You do not have to be a theological to get this. He is the God of 107	

Israel. Any nation that rejects the God of Israel is rejecting the God we serve. 108	

Through His Son that He gave us and His Spirit that’s dwelling in the earth, it 109	

opens doors to massive problems. Therefore, there is this recommitment that we 110	

have to have towards Israel. Then there’s a call to your land. Your land has 111	

two aspects in it. When you read the Bible prophetically, it actually means your 112	

topas — your land; this region that we’re talking to but it also means your mind 113	

and the way you are aligning the way you think with the Lord. Therefore, your 114	

land needs to have a new level of rejoicing. It’s a call to restore Torah in 115	

your life. Now this year like never before you must say, “Lord, how will 116	

Your Word penetrate my life?”  Now some of you might have struggles 117	

getting in the Word. Some of you might look at it as a duty. I’m going to ask the 118	

Lord to break the power of that humanistic process of off of you and you will find 119	

the living Word coming alive. God is saying, “This year, Torah must come 120	

alive.” Torah is not just the first five books of the Bible. Torah means teaching. 121	

Messiah…Jesus… Yahshua… was called a rabbi; He was a teacher. Therefore, 122	

every word that is spoken here becomes important. And how that Word 123	
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manifests to you on a sign post… through a person speaking… this year it 124	

becomes more important because the Bible is equated to a sword. So the 125	

sword comes alive this year. You have to determine how will we go forth in 126	

the Word of God this year so that power of the Torah needs to come alive 127	

in our everyday life. Now it’s also a call this year to restore God’s timing. 128	

When you’re at the right place at the right time, all of a sudden there’s this 129	

divine alignment between you and the Lord. He has pre-determined according to 130	

Acts 17:24-27, He’s predetermined your time and place. He asked you to be here 131	

tonight at Zion. He says in His Word, “Come up to Zion!” It’s one of the reasons I 132	

have always said I need to come…. You have a lot of church gatherings but you 133	

don’t have a lot of gatherings called “Let’s go to Zion!”   134	

So I want to say to you, you need to know the Lord is saying “Come up, in 135	

My timing, and I will reveal Myself to you in a new way.” Now, He 136	

revealed Himself to me when I was 18 by opening the Word of God to me in 137	

Proverbs 3 and telling me He could restore all I had lost if I would do First Fruits. 138	

That means to give Him my best and He would bless all the rest. I can honestly 139	

tell you I have been doing that now for 40 something plus years and doing it 140	

faithfully and my wife and I doing it faithfully. Prophets hear differently. We have 141	

different gifts than pastors; we’re hearing into the future. See, when God said, 142	

“Play the trump card” He was showing me seven to eight years later. Right now 143	

we are in a key place where the Lord is awakening us.  Now you’ve got 144	

to figure out your Shabbat. If it’s good enough for God to rest once a week, 145	

then you’re going to have to find out what your rest is. Now that doesn’t mean 146	

you have to take off...it doesn’t mean you have to be legalistic. Sometimes I do 147	

Shabbat on Tuesdays because it’s the only day I get that. So, I’m telling you 148	

these issues become very important as we enter into a new realm of His glory 149	

coming.  150	
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Now, here’s something else, the number 7 is linked with coming and 151	

bringing to a triumphant conclusion certain things that have never 152	

finished properly. Now, that becomes one of your most important points for 153	

the year ahead. In other words, if you look at it from a Hebraic perspective, God 154	

is going to go back 70 years and all of a sudden this year realign your bloodline 155	

from 70 years ago. He’s going to look at 67 years and realign your bloodline…the 156	

history of this region…. things that need to be realigned 57 years, 47 years, 37 157	

years, 27 years… But when He hits 17 years there’s going to be a double 158	

portion realignment of His purpose. That means many of you are going to 159	

see things He spoke to you 17 years ago and now all of a sudden (because God’s 160	

not in time) He’s setting those things in front of you and He’s saying, “Let’s finish 161	

this strong. Let me deal with this that has never fully been dealt with.” And then 162	

seven years ago – all of a sudden things He began seven years ago with us – 163	

this year there will be a completion; a divine manifestation; a promise 164	

and purpose. So you’ve got to look at what has gone on in your life because all 165	

of a sudden the past begins to realign into the future and the Lord begins to 166	

manifest everything you’ve not seen before. This becomes a year of 167	

manifestation but with it there is a great warfare. In the midst of it, you 168	

want to look at this year a little differently. See, Zion is what it’s called in 169	

Hebrew. So, seven is this crowned letter. Last year when I came out here I 170	

talked about the tent peg and staking claim to your future. But this year, what 171	

happens, what you staked claim to at the beginning of last year, all of a 172	

sudden God crowns you with favor in a new way this year. This becomes 173	

very important…this crown that He’s putting on us…because we’re going to 174	

have favor to get in places we haven’t had favor to get into over the 175	

past seven years. Supernaturally, you or your children will be able to 176	

do things you couldn’t accomplish…things that the enemy tried to get 177	
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off track. All of a sudden, God’s getting it back on track. It’s going to be a 178	

divine realignment going on.  179	

I had a book ready, called A Time to Triumph, and I want to encourage you to 180	

do that – and they asked me to do a book on spiritual warfare, The Spiritual 181	

Warfare Handbook. So this year is a year of favor in the warfare ahead. 182	

Look at somebody and say, “Don’t let the warfare concern you.” It’s not the 183	

same type of warfare we’ve had. It’s warfare of cutting through so this 184	

becomes a time of triumph. Now, what does that mean to us? It means God is 185	

going to sovereignly come down while you’re sitting under the Word and He’s 186	

going to infuse you with a victorious attitude. Now, say this out loud, “No 187	

Eeyore’s this year!”  This is not a year to walk around in unbelief and speak 188	

unbelief. It’s a year we have access to victorious thoughts. It’s a year that we’re 189	

capable of hearing victory and He’s aligning us for victory.  190	

All of you that are watching here in one of the satellite churches, 191	

there’s a reason He’s been aligning you over the last seven years 192	

because you need to be aligned for the victory that’s coming in this 193	

region of this nation. It means that you have this high aptitude.  194	

Now, young people hear me. Some of you are sharp, but you have to have a 195	

high aptitude this year to adjust quickly. And move in a way you’ve 196	

never moved before. That’s as important as anything.  197	

There are three C’s you have to understand this year. Being part of triumph 198	

is being creative. It’s being cunning. You have to be a little more shrewd in 199	

how you talk to people. God is watching to give us favor and He wants us 200	

to say the right word at the right time. So, this isn’t a year just to rattle off 201	

all the time with all of your opinions and all your soapboxes. Now, the other 202	

word is confrontational. You have to know there will come times this year 203	

where you’re going to either be confronted or you will confront. It’s part 204	
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of what the year looks like. And we’re required to operate in this thing called 205	

God’s love. See, if we didn’t have to deal with love, we could just get out there 206	

and take care of everything. But, see, God’s children have to wait for the Spirit of 207	

God before we say what we need to say. So, it becomes important as we move 208	

forward. And also, triumph means you will win the game you are playing. 209	

It means you will win the war you are in. Now, hear what I’m saying: 210	

whatever war you get in – now this is a word for God’s people so if you’re not a 211	

part of God’s tribe here tonight you need to become part of God’s tribe – 212	

because we’re going to be triumphant this year. That means you’re going to 213	

submit that heart of yours and that mind of yours, and you’re going to 214	

ask the Lord to invade it because He’s the one who knit you together in your 215	

mother’s womb. And He knit you together before the foundation of the earth…He 216	

knew you before the foundation of the earth… then He knit you together in your 217	

mother’s womb and He set you in to time here. We are all He’s got to work with 218	

right now. Tell somebody, “Oh my!”  You have to understand that. We’re it! 219	

Touch somebody and say, “You’re it!”  220	

Now, this year we win lots of wars. So when warfare (which is nothing more 221	

than conflict) stirs up in your life, you already – now, hear what I’m saying to 222	

you – you already have the ability to step back and hear the strategy of victory. 223	

This is a different year. There is a portal open over us to move forward. Warfare 224	

actually means receiving the grace to fight. That’s what it means in Hebrew. So 225	

when warfare stirs up around you; you, as God’s people, have a 226	

supernatural grace to win whatever situation you’re having to deal 227	

with. So, I want you to think like that. Now, this is what’s making so much 228	

conflict occur through our nation.  Look at this picture here: 229	
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 230	

See, we changed the course of the heavenlies over the last seven years. This 231	

whole decade is an apostolic leadership decade where change is 232	

occurring. But, now see in the picture… coming through the heavenlies that 233	

have changed… is this sword coming down. This sword that has favor on 234	

it…the Word of God that dwells over us in territories, in cities, in our lives 235	

personally, over our bloodline. All of a sudden, God’s bringing down that 236	

Word and He’s bringing the favor with it so we can see the 237	

manifestation of it. It’s amazing.  238	

This is something else that seven means and I had to really talk about this in 239	

September when we started moving forward in the season that was changing 240	

very rapidly… with people saying the nation will crash, things will happen. I said, 241	

“That is not at all what’s going on in this nation this year.”  Seven means, this 242	

symbol of Zion, means we have the ability to prosper this year. So, I want 243	

you to think especially in the agricultural realm – especially in the realm of where 244	

you’ve got cattle and you’ve got things this area represents. See, it’s funny with 245	

our place. Our place is used for a lot of different things. The agri-business people 246	

in our region meet there. It was amazing to go out and see all those farmers and 247	

trucks out there during December. God is going to start causing us to pray 248	

in a way that He’s going to prosper us in new ways. Prosperity is knit 249	

within you. I’m not talking about ‘name and claim it.’ I’m not talking about any 250	

of that. He means for us to be able to succeed in what He’s asking us to put our 251	

hand to. This year is a year that you have the ability to enter into a new 252	

level of success in what God is asking you to do. 253	
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Now, I want you to look at this picture because this was the picture in March   254	

 255	

that God began to show me over this area. It was a strange thing. This is what 256	

makes prophets a little strange. We see things; we see lots of things and before 257	

long you get to know God well enough that you know it’s Him showing you these 258	

things and you learn to commune with Him over what He’s showing you. So I 259	

saw this incredible storm brewing in West Texas and coming north. It actually 260	

crossed over into New Mexico – now, hear this pastor – crossed over into New 261	

Mexico then came back toward north panhandle Texas. It wasn’t a tornado so 262	

don’t think tornado. There might be a tornado coming but that wasn’t what I was 263	

seeing here. It was a cloud that had lots of glory wrapped in it and the 264	

glory was contending with darkness. So, the Lord began to show me the 265	

path of it and how it was going to move. And I said, “Lord, I’ve got lots of people 266	

I like out in Amarillo and especially if you’re going to send this don’t send it the 267	

first couple weeks in January.” And what happened was, I saw this darkness 268	

trying to come into the gate of this region and the glory was dwelling 269	

and contending with the darkness. And that lightning bolt was – in the 270	

Word of God, lightning means ‘pa-gah’ – it means a call to intercession. 271	

And the Lord spoke to me and said, “This people – you, Trinity Fellowship, 272	

this network – would have the ability this year to control the gates of 273	

this region…that what tried to come into the gates you would have a say 274	

over…what needed to go out of the gates you would have a say over.” So this 275	

year – and I’m speaking this to this whole network, as you listen – it isn’t 276	

just about the inside and safety of this building even though that is important for 277	

this year; without having your sanctuary and refuge, contending war 278	
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out there gets very tumultuous. So I’m here to tell you – find your seat in 279	

church this year. Now, that’s a simple prophetic word but you need to make sure 280	

you’re aligned properly because there’s going to be a lot of change coming in the 281	

oil industry – this is what God showed me – there’s going to be a lot of change in 282	

the oil industry. There’s going to be a lot of change in the agricultural industry 283	

and there’s going to be a lot of strategies of the enemy to try to thwart what 284	

God is trying to do and God told me Amarillo would have a voice in it that the 285	

nation would hear. I’m here to say, I’m not sure if this place won’t be used 286	

to project a voice to this nation in days ahead. And I also want to say to 287	

you that it is more important than you know –– this territory that we’re talking 288	

about that God has given you stewardship in. It’s important that you understand 289	

you’re called to the land but it’s also important that you understand that you’re 290	

called to the glory realm triumphing in this area where you don’t just get in the 291	

routine – the status quo – of coming to church because I’m sure you’ll get a 292	

great word when you come here. But there is a contending for God’s glory 293	

this year in this region. And God is positioning this place as a 294	

gatekeeper for the entire region. So, there is going to be an expansion. 295	

Also, I see you actually saying, “Lord, how do we reach out and see New Mexico 296	

in a new way?” See, it’s important that we begin to know this is a year 297	

that God is expanding us into the place that He’s calling us to be.  298	

Now, here are four other things I want to say to us. When I was preparing this, I 299	

said, “Lord, I need to see some of the young people here tonight” because, this 300	

is a year we enter into great restoration. But the next generation, God starts 301	

meeting and they start prophesying in a new way. Your sons and your daughters 302	

will prophesy. Therefore, all the warfare that has been over your sons and 303	

daughters it’s because this year, God starts drawing their voice out. God starts 304	

drawing out what they are about; God starts drawing their identity out. God 305	

starts drawing their call out. God starts beginning to say, “I’m going to start 306	
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positioning this next generation. And because they have gone through certain 307	

things and because they know certain things, they’re going to begin to say 308	

certain things that couldn’t be said by the generation before them.”  309	

Now, hear what I’m saying. Pray for 30 year olds through those that are being 310	

born now. And especially 30 through 13 year olds. It’s key this year that they 311	

begin to know their identity in God. See, all of the millennial group, they’re a 312	

different group. They’re a good group but they’re a creative group. They’ve got 313	

to know that for them to wear the crown there are certain warfare 314	

things they’ll be going through. This year God teaches the next 315	

generation how to start warring for their destiny and they’re going to get 316	

sick of all the stuff that’s out there and say, “There is a more excellent plan.” 317	

And some of you, if you get into it right and start listening right, you’re going to 318	

prosper a lot greater than any way we’ve ever prospered. Quit relying upon just 319	

how mom and dad have done it because there are new ways God is bringing 320	

down. 321	

Now, here’s something else… The passage God gave me for this year, it’s several 322	

passages but Zachariah 6 – you can turn there or you can just listen, if you wish. 323	

The book of Zachariah, I believe, is the book for the year this year. It’s 324	

about building our future; it’s about returning. See, seven is not about 325	

something new happening – it’s about bringing to a completion what 326	

has begun. So in the book of Zachariah… Zachariah was the restoration prophet 327	

and I relate to him a lot. He has lots of visions and God comes down and meets 328	

him in a lot of ways. And here in chapter 6 it was a peculiar chapter because I’ve 329	

taught this whole book but I don’t think I really got chapter 6 until the Lord 330	

spoke it to me for this year. And it says this… “Then I turned and raised my eyes 331	

again and looked….” And it was that part that caught me, that something was 332	

happening with him in a way that had already happened before. Now, especially 333	

if you over 70 years old and you’re listening to this, you need to hear what I’m 334	
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about to say to you. And it said, “I saw four chariots coming down between two 335	

mountains.” Then he saw these horses connected with the chariots. Sometimes 336	

you read through your Bible and say, I don’t know what all that means. I don’t 337	

know that it’s…. – this is for now. Anytime you see chariots it’s about a 338	

government of God shifting. It’s about something shifting that effects the 339	

ruler-ship of a land. And the thing about this was, he asked the Lord, “What are 340	

these My Lord?” The reason he asked the Lord was he had already had this 341	

vision earlier. And when he had it earlier the Lord used it to show him one thing, 342	

but now he was having it again. Now, here’s what I want to say to us, some of 343	

you have had meetings with God in the past, God has met you in the past and 344	

promised you things. This will be a year of re-visitation of what He has shown 345	

you at other times. And He says, “I’m going to come down and reveal to you a 346	

part of something that you have seen that you’ve never seen manifest. I’m 347	

going to remind you of how I spoke to you, how I found you, how I 348	

drew you in.” And some of you that don’t know Him, He is going to visit you. 349	

You’re going to have a shot this year to come to know Him. The thing about God 350	

is, He does not usurp man’s will. He allows man to come into this relationship 351	

with Him to the point that He knows they have rejected Him. And this is a year 352	

that we’re going to see a lot of people falling away but even more 353	

people coming in. This will be a year of re-visitation. Pastor Jimmy, He’ll 354	

even go back to how He started this church and He’ll say, “Let Me show you 355	

things that haven’t come into completion. Let me show you things that 356	

have come in to this great way that you now worship Me out here but let Me 357	

show you certain things that have never manifested before.” He’s going to 358	

remind some of you, seventy and eighty years old of things He said that have 359	

not happened in your lifetime or in this region. And so, just like there is a year of 360	

restoration, there’s a year of re-visitation.  361	
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And then finally, He spoke this to me, He said, “My people – this re-visitation 362	

is like a new baptism for us. And it’s going to cause a re-discovery of 363	

joy in My people.” Now, look at somebody and say, “This might be a hard one 364	

for you.” Are you aware, that when you study in the Word of God, joy was the 365	

sign of the believer individually and corporately? The Church –when it gathered, 366	

which that’s what church means; when we come together to fellowship or to 367	

gain war strategies – the whole mark of who we are is joy. And the Lord said, 368	

“I will revisit my people with joy this year. The joy that has gotten stopped 369	

up in them, the joy that has gotten sealed up in them, I am coming to take a lid 370	

off.” Isaiah says it this way, “Out of the wells of salvation joy comes.” In other 371	

words, if you’re saved you have a Joy Well down here and God is going to take 372	

the lid off! To the point – now just think about it – a place this incredible filled 373	

with joy… filled with joy(!) where when we’re here, all of a sudden we’re 374	

worshipping and joy–it’s not an emotion, it’s a fruit– exudes from us and causes 375	

us to be so tasteful that people want to take a bite out of us. Tell somebody next 376	

to you, “Get ready to be tasted and seen that the Lord is good this year.” That’s 377	

why a person who carries bitterness all through them, you don’t want to take a 378	

bite of them. Not only are they defiled, it will defile you. So the Lord says 379	

“This year is about this dynamic of an outward expression of a fruit of 380	

His Spirit that comes from love that when people walk in, or when you 381	

walk out, people are going to be able to touch and see. It’s going to 382	

change the course of society…the church being joyous.” Turn to 383	

somebody and say, “I know we can do this!”  Joy doesn’t come by you trying to 384	

stir something up. Joy comes when all of a sudden the Lord starts drawing deep 385	

that which is in you and linked with your destiny and starts bubbling up and you 386	

can’t stop faith from coming up. See, in the year of the sword, the Word of God 387	

is quick and powerful and sharper than any two-edged sword piercing asunder 388	

soul and spirit even dividing the thoughts and intents of our hearts going down 389	
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into our bone marrow. Now, I want you to think about that. If this is the year of 390	

the sword in a season of governmental change, all of a sudden God is going to 391	

go down deep with some word in your blood – in your bone structure – and 392	

cause that word to come alive in a new way. And all of a sudden you’re going to 393	

feel energy rising up and you’re going to feel joy rising up and once you have 394	

joy, you get strength…and then warfare’s really not an issue because the word 395	

strength means the power to withstand attacks. 396	

So, this is what I want to end with out here tonight. You have come up to Zion 397	

to hear that you’re going be crowned with favor. You’ve come up to Zion to 398	

hear tonight that the Word of God is going to come alive in a way that it 399	

has not come alive in the last seventy years. You’ve come up to Zion to 400	

hear that God’s going to dig the root of bitterness out this year. He’s 401	

going to start digging the root out of people that have been bitter even toward 402	

other people and all of a sudden you’re going to have the grace to forgive in a 403	

way you’ve never forgiven before. He’s going to start realigning areas. 404	

You’ve come up to Zion to hear in this territory… I saw it. It went from West 405	

Texas to New Mexico then into the Northern portion up here around Lubbock... 406	

that the glory is contending with darkness and darkness wants to stop 407	

the glory from entering in and unlocking the riches of this region.  408	

And the Lord says to you, “You’re a beachhead out here. You’re a 409	

gatekeeper out here and you have the ability when you walk out of 410	

here to say, “Glory come!” You have the ability to welcome in. Your 411	

voice itself will welcome in the angelic host in this region that will 412	

station themselves all the way around. And the Lord says, “I’m going to 413	

give you an expanded territory this year. I’m going to expand you into 414	

places that you’ve not been because I’m going to make you a ruler, a 415	

governmental ruler of My glory and joy will so spring up that people 416	

will come and drink from the wells of these joys. The Lord says, “Find 417	
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the twelve wells throughout this region and say you will be a joy-418	

carrying, drink offering for the region to come. And the Lord says, “You 419	

watch prosperity in the panhandle of Texas, all the way to West Texas 420	

all the way into North Texas were we are… you watch that prosperity 421	

rise up, because I’m going to flow it through you,” saith the Lord.  422	

Now, I want to do something. I want to ask Pastor Jimmy to come up. We got 423	

this in just this week. We had this mantle made for the places that God was 424	

sending us to. See, the Lord says, not only do we have a sword but we have a 425	

mantle. Each one of these are different. I have a group in China that I’m 426	

connected with. And when we were discussing it, I said it has to look like the 427	

glory of God unlocking the land and the glory and the sword of the Lord 428	

becoming active in who leads and who he has established in a region. So Jimmy, 429	

I want to put this on you and I want to decree –  430	

The Lord says, “Your rod of authority is going to be extended.” The 431	

Lord says, “You’re going to end up in some unusual places you didn’t 432	

think you would be in.” The Lord says, “I’m putting you – I’m already 433	

ordering the steps and I’m setting a course.” And the Lord says, “Don’t 434	

think you’re just called to make sure that everything is running right 435	

here for there is a wisdom in you that is going to rise up that has never 436	

come fully out and you’re going to start speaking with supernatural 437	

wisdom and counsel and you will be asked to host; you’ll be asked to 438	

open up; you’ll be asked to break open that which has not been fully 439	

broken open before.” So the Lord says, “Wear this mantle for your new 440	

identity is and will be the manifold wisdom of God and I will extend 441	

this sword into places that you have never opened up before.”  442	

Let’s thank God for what He’s going to do! 443	


